Vascular enumeration as a significant prognosticator for invasive breast carcinoma.
Vascular enumeration has been claimed to be an independent prognosticator for invasive breast cancer. Most of the studies have performed a manual count of the vessels. Few investigators have used image analyzers to reduce subjectivity in the measures. The aim of this retrospective study was to compare the manual vessel count to the counts obtained with an image analyzer and to estimate their possible prognostic influence. We selected 112 patients with invasive ductal carcinoma, treated with radical mastectomy followed by chemotherapy and with a minimal follow-up time of 60 months (5 years). After immunostaining with factor VIII, we performed a double count of the vessels. First, we performed a manual count following Gasparini's criteria, and second, we used an image analyzer (Microm, Barcelona, Spain) to count the vessels in eight adjacent microscopic fields with a 20x objective, to reach a total area of 0.98 mm2. The image analyzer calculated the total number of vessels, their size and also the percentage of the field occupied by the vessels. In our series, vascular enumeration showed no significant association with histologic grade (Bloom-Scarff-Richardson grading), tumor size, or staging. Vascular enumeration with both methods was an independent prognosticator for relapse-free-survival (RFS) in both node-negative and -positive patients in the univariate analysis, but only vascular enumeration with the image analyzer was an independent prognostic factor in the multivariate analysis, together with lymph node metastases.